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EMspec designs clocks that replace pointers and numbers 
with light to draw time away from them, emphasizes the 
craftsmanship and creates a time-displaying device that the 
public is not familiar with but simple and easy to understand. 
Redefine the role of the "clock" in space for consumers who 
are intentionally differentiated, personalized, and pursue the 
optimization of the quality of their living or work environment. 
Not only do we bring products to where full of creativity and 
design but also a fun topic to life.

About EMspec
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EMspec is a clock design brand of the new generation. With 
the original design concept and superior craftsmanship, time 
recognition has been elevated to another level, emphasizing 
the withdrawal of "pointers" and "numbers". Clocks are turned 
into home décor and redefine the notion of  "clock" in space.

EMspec's designers are experts in using diverse and interesting 
elements, adopting conscious craftsmanship. The clock brings 
a warm and beautiful emotion to space on the basis of modern 
aesthetics. Finally, EMspec presents a simple and balancing 
aesthetic, turning clocks into the most treasured beauty in 
space.

Since then, clocks are not just machines of precision, but to 
endow with the means of easing our lives.

EMspec Design Clock
transforms time into the most treasured scenery in space
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In the past, the idea of time was a perception of light and 

darkness. However, through the designer's multi-dimensional 

thinking, "light" and "darkness" directly embedded into 

the time-identifying media - "clock". As the EMspec brand 

name, "EM" is the abbreviation for “Evening & Morning”. 

The alternation of day and night formed the base of time 

which is also the initial concept of our clock design.

“Is  a  c lock for  keeping t ime,  a  dai ly 

necessity, or an interior decoration? We 

trust that most think of it as a timepiece. 

But through design, EMspec has sought to 

make clocks not just machines of precision, 

but to endow them with the means of 

easing our lives.”



Quadrant Clock 
wall clock

aggregate of aluminium, glass, acrylic
slight color variations might occur due to color anodized production

indoor use ｜ handmade designed & made by EMspec

H38 W80 D1.8 cm



QUADRANT
Wall Clock
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"Quadrant Clock" is a wall clock inspired by "Cartesian coordinate 
system " created by René Descartes. Uses the light as the medium 
for transforming time into the 2-dimensional crossed light. The 
design of the Quadrant Clock is both linear and modern suitable for 
a variety of indoor spaces. When every hour comes, this wall clock 
will stage a short light show. Like a meteor under the stars, the clock 
in the space is no longer boring but can reinterpret the uniqueness 
of time and unite time with people.

QUADRANT 
Wall Clock
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The designer uses the simple interlacing of light dots with a warm and 
simple design style, transforming time into the 2-dimensional crossed light, 
presenting an inclusive design spirit.

Matte black-Gold edge Elegant rose gold
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The frame of Quadrant Clock is manufactured with multi-axis CNC machining to create a very 
smooth and shiny cut surface. 



Swirl Clock 
floor clock

aggregate of aluminium, stainless steel, iron, glass, PC
slight color variations might occur due to color anodized production

indoor use ｜ designed & made by EMspec

H170 W30 D30 cm



SWIRL
Floor Clock
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"Swirl Clock" is a new type of floor clock with classical spiral design, 
cleverly use of arrangement and light, blending visual effect and 
imagination. Aesthetically unique and balanced, achieving the 
original elegance of time. 

The current time is displayed intuitively with 12 light balls in different 
color temperatures and relative positions. With the hourly light show 
performing, the spiral beam drags out an infinitely extending light-
trail; creates a sense of beauty and harmony in indoor spaces.
modern aesthetic.

SWIRL
Floor Clock

EMspec design clocks are almost entirely handmade with extreme 
craftsmanship.  It redefines the role of clocks in interior spaces, and 
transforms the clock into a touching modern aesthetic.
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A golden metal ring made by CNC diamond cutting machine surrounds the 
candle light ball. The hairline texture is visible on the surface of each ring.

"Swirl Clock" glass base. The brand logo is UV printed on the reverse side of the semi-
reflective glass .
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